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ABSTRACT

Tolerance indices were determined, allowing for the effects of
body maus, for thirteen mammalian species using the results of experi-
ments in which animals were exposed near a normally reflecting surface
to shocked blast waves whose durations ranged from 0. 24 to 400 msec. A
general equation wai developed for expressing the interrelations between
overpressure, duration c' the blast wave, body mass, and probability of
survival. The species % ire divided into high- and :ow-tolerance groups
applicable to "large" and "small" mammals, respectively. Since the
available evidence indicated that man is more likely to be a member of
the high-tolerance group, the tolerance index arbitrarily, but tentatively,
assigned to him was the geometric mean of those for the large species.
Using criteria developed in experimental studies, the results of the overall
analysis were made applicable to free-stream situations in which the long 4
axis of the body is, perpendicular or parallel to the dir'ection of propagation
of a s) •cked blast wave.

'i"4
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Research was conducted according to the principles enuriciated in the .

"Guide for Laboratory Animal Facilities and Care." Prepared by the
National Academy of Sciences--National Research Council.
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PREFACE

During the last fifteen years a continuing research program
at the Lovelace Foundation has been concerned with the biological effects
of air blait. EspeciaUy during more recent years considerable data
referrable to several mammalian species have been obtained in investi-
gations of the effects of overpressure per s- where the exposure condi-
tions were similar or equivalent; i. e. , exposures in which Uhe animal;
were near a surface which reflected blast waves with fast-rising fronts.
Other experiments with fewer animals indicated that the data for reflected
blast waves could be applied to free-stream situations under certain
conditions.

The data mentioned above, obtained from experiments involving
2097 animals, were used in the present study in an attempt through analysis
to achieve a unified concept which would take into account both similarities
and differences in the responve of various mammalian spe!cies to blast
waves specified in terms of maximum overpressure and duration. The
most important result of the overall approach was the establishment of an
analytical framework which was used to predict--at least tentatively-
man's response to air-blast overpressures. Another useful result was
the evaluation of tolerance indices which later may be causally related
to significant biophysical. physiological, and anatomical factors varying
between species.
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ESTIMATE OF MAN'S TOLERANCE TO THE

DIRECT EFFECTS OF AIR BLAST

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The direct (or primary) effects of air blast are those resulting

from exposure of the body to environmental pressure variations accom-

panying a blast wave. Because of the effects of compressibility, damage-

except for local injury from v--y small nearby charges-occurs where

there are differences in tissue density principally in or near the air- or

gas-containing organs, the effe,-.ts on the lungs being particularly important

in determining morbidity or mortality. In contrast, the principal indirect
effects result from blast-induced translation eithe-: of objects which strike

the body or o& the body itsel.f which may be injured by the acceleration per

se or by subsequent impact with other objects; hence, the sites of damage
depend largely on chance and the circumstance of exposure.

Considerable information has become available in recent years
regaiding the tolerance of experimental animals to the direct effects of
air blast for a specific exposure situation; viz. , the situation with the

animal near a flat rigid surface reflecting shocked blast waves at normal
incidence. If a unified analysis of these data were possible, animal
response as indicated by percent survival could be expressed in terms of
(1) maximum reflected ovcrpressure, (2) duration of the wave, (3) body
mass of the animal, and (4) individual species tolerance index. Available
empirical information would then make it possible to apply the results to
certain exposure situations in the free stream; i. e., without a reflecting
surface.

It was the primary purpose of this study to make the overall
analysis noted abov'e in order to establish an analytical framework which
could be used to predict man's tolerance. A secondary purpose was to
evaluate tolerance indices which ir, later studies might be related to
physiological or anatomical factors affecting variations in species response.

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Most of the experimental data used in this study have appeared
in previous publications (see Table 1 for references) but not always in
sufficient detail for present purposes. Also, it was necessary to make
certain refinements, described later, in the reported high-explosive
parameters ia order to achieve a unified analysis. The mortality data
in all cases are applicable to the 24-hour period following the blast
experience.

The shock-tube data, labeled ST in Table 1, were obtained with
the left side of the animnal againgt the end-platc that closes the tube except
for the monkey which was facing, but against, the end-plate. The difference
in tolerance, if any, caused by this variation in orientation is not known.
The monkey and larger species were held with harness and straps while the

7
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smaller species were restrained in specially desigred metal cages with 90
percent opett area. Maximum overpressures aid durationa listed in Table
I are those measured with pressure transducers placed near the end-plate.

EXcCpt in A few instances AS noted later, the high-explosive data
4 were obtained with cll animals prone on a concrete pad and the charge placed

overhead. The rodents, c&ts, and rabbits were held on the concrete pad
with nylon string and tape. All other species were restrained in harness.
The only exception to the prone position was that for 9 of the 12 sheep in
Group 1Z8, Table 1. In this rase the animals were suspended u1Pright with
the 1-lb charge placed at the 1-.vel of the chest in tront of or behind them.
By comparing the results for these subjects to those for the other experi-

4 mernts (Groups 129 to 132) with 1-ib charges when the sheep were prone
aid the charge overhead, the bialogical response was found to be not

significantly influenced by the presence of a reflectir.g surface, a cir-
cunstanrce that is not the case with "long"-duration biast waves for which
leth.-.1tv occurs at much lower overpressures.

In all the experiments represented by Groups *'8 tc 132, injury
wad found, in contrast to damage following exposure to l.wer over-
pressures of longer durat~ons, to be more nearly localized to the portion
of the lung nearest the charge. In fact. animalrb expesed at the end-plate
of a shock tube typically received lymewhat more damage in the lung
opposite the oncoming blast wave. These 6ifferences in response will
be discusied later in more detail.

Overpressurcs and durations fot the high-explosive expei iments4 were measured at or near the surface of the concrete pad except for the 6
experinments with the suspended sheep mentioned above. Iii this case, blast
parameters referrable to a reflecting sitrface visualized as being against
Vie &niirial uVjJusite Ilir. uih..~ wcie Qbta~iwd L,- 1 puls'ý '.let Iu
Pentolite. 

14

. For several reasons accurate measurements of duration are
difficult to obtain from the measured pressure-time records. Since the

* overall analysis to be made required at least consistent duration values,
smoothed data published for Pentolite1 4 were used to determine high-
*xplosive durations (listed in Tablc 1) by assuming for a given charge
weight that Pentolite releases 10 percent more energy than TNT, Comp. B,
or RDX.

In some of the earlier experiments, the sensitive elpment of the
• pressure transducer was 0. 75 inch above the concrete pad (Table 1). To S

make these measurements consistent with the other data. information re-
ported by Schlueter et a12 3 was used to determine maximum reflected
overpressures at the surface of the pad. The resulting corrections were
found to be significant. especiaily for the smaller charges.

3. 0 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

A relation pointed out years ago by Schardin2 2 is still instructive;
narmely, that mammalian response to air blast is more nearly denendent
on overpressure impulse (fP dt) if the durations are "short" or -over-
pressure per se if they are "long." It was natural to relate the "long"
and "short" to the response time. or natural period, of the marnmalian
thorax since the lungs are the principal target organs. L. 2.4. 24

* ~ii
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A relationship between maximum overpressure, P, and duration3| of the positive phase, T, satisfying both conditions stated above, can bc
U expressed as

SP = P (I + aT b) (1)

where P , a, and b are constants to be evaluated from experimental
data. Note that as T becomes large aT-b approaches zero and P
approaches P*, the overpressure criterion for "long" duration waves.

On the other hand, for small values of T the term aT-b becomes large
compared to one (1) and Equation (1) can be written

b*
P T MP a (2)

which approximates the condition of constant impulse if b is near unity.
The constant b cannot be expected to be exactly unity since the shapes
of explosive-produced blast waves change with maximum overpressurc.
It will be demonstrated later that Equation (1) provides a satisfactory ex-
pression for the tolerance data over the entire range of durations associ-
ated with the experiments.

In a previous vtudt 2 it was shown by dimensional analysis
that the significance of a particular blast-wave duration can be related
to the ambient pressure, p0, and also to the mass, rn, of the experimental
mammal. These concepts were used in the present study to scale all
experimental durations, t , to durations, T, applicable to a 70-kg I
mammal and to an ambienI pressure of 14.7 psi; i.e.,

T t÷ (70/m)1/3 (po/14.7)1/2 (3)

where m is measured in kg, and p in psi.
V0

The study cited above, as well as experimental studies, 6,8

produced an approximate relationship between ambient pressure anai
maximum overpressure for a given biological response. For the purpose
of the present study this can be expressed as

P = P (14.7/p) (4)r 0

where P is the maximum reflected overpressure applicable to an ambient
pressure of 14. 7 psi and pr is the maximum reflected overpressure
applicable to an ambient pressure of Po expressed in psi.

The q%,antity P in Equation (1) is the long-duration %werpressare
producing a given, but unspecified, biological response. P can be
made spcci•cic-'!;" applicable, to various levels of lethality by the following

transfornmation:

S= p, eC(Y-5)
aw

9



where y is mortality in probit units, c is the reciprocal of the probit
slope, and P is the squarc-wave (or long-duration) overprcssure
resulting in ?Irperccnt mortality. Note that the form of Equation (5) results
from the usual assumption that the probit of mortality is proportional
to the logarithm of overpressure for a given duration (of Reference 17).

"The equation used in the regression analysis was derived from
Equations (5) and (1).

P = Psw e (l + a T-b) (6)

where P and T are scaled experimental overpressure and duration
defined by Equations (4) and (3), respectively. Initial estimates were made
for a, b, and c, applicable to all species, and a Psw value for each of
the 13 species. By varying the estimates in repeated trials, it was
possible to determine paramnetcr values which yielded a minimum value
of chi-square as dcfined by Finney. 12 Examination of the chi-square
value so obtained showed that Equation (6) did not adequately represent the
data, the probability being approximately 0. 62 percent that the deviations
noted were due to chance. A detailed examination showed that the guinea-
pig data were the largest contributors to the large chi-square value. When
these data were dropped and the process repeated, the chi-square test
indicated an acceptable probability of 25 percent that the scatter was due

to chance.

Values of the constants a and b from the latter analysis are
6. 76 and 1.06.1, respectively. Although the othcr parameters were also
evaluated, it was decided to re-evaluate them with the usual parallel-
probit. analysis 1 2 making use of the already evaluated a and b and the
concept of cquiv;,Icnt square-wavc overpressure defined in Equation (1):

P P/ (I + 6.76 T '1064) (7)

Using the data for all species except the giiinca pig, the parallel-probit
analysis gave a value for c (reciprocal probit slope) of 0. 1788. The
F-test used to test for parallelism indicated that the probability of
scatter as great as that noted was 35 percent, provided the true probit
lines were parallel.

This analysis also produced Psw values, defined in Equation (5),
for each mammalian species. The chi-square test indicated that the
parllel-probit analysis was sound sincc the probability was 15 percent
that the observed scatter in the data was due to chance. * Individually,
the chi-square probabilities ranged from 8. 4 percent for the mouse to
92. 6 percent for the cat, all acceptable at the five percent level.

*The previous minimum chi-square analysis yielded a probability
of 25 percent. The reason for this apparent discrepancy is that the probit
analysis is based on maximum likelihood, although chi square is used to test
the fit relative to the data. 12

10
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Results of the parallel-probit analysis are illustrated in Figure 1
for the sheep. For cUompa rison. the results of an individual probit
analysis are also shown on the same chart. The parallel analysis re-
sulted in narrower confidence bands in the lower and higher mor.ality
regioins. Note that the high-explosive point plotted at 16. 7 percent
mortality, representing the data for Group 128 (Table 1). is in good
agreeinen, with the derived prohit lines. As mentioned in Section 2,
data for 9 of the 12 sheep in this group were obtained without a reflecting
surface.

4 The results of a probit analysis for the guinea pig alone are
plotted in Figure 2. Nate that the composite slope for the other sipeces.
shown for comparison, is considerably flatter than that for *he guinea
pig. The value of c (reciprocal slope) found for the guinea p4g (0.08499)
was significantly different from that for the other species (0.1788) at the
99. 9 percent confidence level. The chi-square test for the guinea-pig
analysis indicated a probab.lity of only 1. 3 percent that the observed
deviations were due to chanice. The reason fcr these anomalous results

is not known at this time.

The square-wave overpressures restlting in 50 percent
mort~ality, P s's, evaluated in the parallel-prcbit analysis for I1
mainmalian species cain be considered to be indices of blast tolerance
which arc indcpen'd-nt of body mass. The 13 species (inc'uding the
guinea pig) were divided into two groups according to their blast
tolerances 4s indicated by the Psw values. These values, listed in V
Figure 3, ranged from 50.0 to 71.9 pa! for the high tolerance group
consisting of the larger aninmals and from 30. 8 to 36.9 pci for the low
tole-raince grotto consisting of the smaller aninials.

The survival curves shown in Figure 3 are directly aLtiable
to an amibicnt pressure of 14. 7 psi and to a rrnamnial with a body mass
of 70 kg and a 

T
ýsw blast tolerace of Cl. 5 psi. the geometric mean of

those for the large species. Note that the cquation givcn in the figurte
is of th, san.c form as Equatlor (6) except that the mortality probit, y, was
replaced with 'lie bi'vival probit, z. (y-5) being the same as (5-z).

The overs 1 analysis. rcsAts of which were used to plot the
curves in Figure 3. Aian made with the data for the individual grou.
listed in Table 1. The observed jurvival ratts for these groups carnot

.easily be cenmpared wAth the derived curvc; in Figure 3 shIce -ate curves
are specifically applicahle to oiily five levels of survival. To make
comparison caster, 50-percent survival overpressures, P 5 D's, were
evaluated by the icsual parallel-probit analysis for each set of groups
in each species array with approximately the same durations; i.e. . the
aame c ýplosive charge weight or the sarne shock-tube arrangericnt.
These points were plotted in Figure 3 using the overpressure and duarlon

' scaling indicated on the coordinates of the chart except that Pr was re-
placed by P50 and t, by the geometric mean of thei experimental durations.

Note that the overpressetre scaling mentioned above contains
A factor. 61. 5/P * which accounts for differences ia species tolerances
making it possible to ncompare all points to the 50 percent survival curve.
This comparison indicates that the puitrts generally scatter about the

curve w.th no derinite trentd discern,ble. Because ff the increased in-
fluence of duration inaccuracies, the short-duration points are scattered

11
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more thtan the long-duiation ones- The tih,,rt-dur-ittiin ink-u. nn
tend to be relatively lower th~in the adjacent lolg -dUietLion hlg-VXpl~I(4c
points. This cr~uld hec caused by at difference in th' slhapp5 of bIost waves
generated by the two sources, the shit k-tuhc waves hiavingi a larger
imipulne for a givenI overpressure and duration.

Guinea-pig data are plotted in Figure 3 for purposes of com-
parison esen though they were rnot used in the overall aiialy~is. Note
that the four guirea -pig points are in good agreciment with the 50 -percent
survival curv- although the probit Slopes. reflec ted in the separation Of
the survival curves. were shown to be significantly different.

4.0 ESTIMATE OF MAN'S TOLFRANCE

To w hich of the blast-toleranec groups formed by the cxperim-ent.-l
animials is man likely to belcinjg? Previou3 esttimates place hrnn iii the high-
tole-rance group. 1, Z, 9, 13, 16. 78.20, Zb, 27 Assuming that man is a
member of this group btit lacking further evidence. his tnleranice was
arbitrarily but tentatively taken to be the geoniezric meian of thu-se for the
members of this grovp; i. e.,Pwý61. 5 psi (ree Figure 3).

Exý,n'inatioii of the species toleranLc indlCCe, In ~ ,inllil
to r ertain lung paramiete rs lends c rvd~ui c to thle Z ss tiilipt luol 'tated bu

The J-trp volumec and mass dauta reporte~d by Crobfill and Widdieninbve
* were founid tu be useful for this purpose since datn weie obt;,micd %%itli thi,

same experim-ental techniqucs for seven of the species us.cJ in the- pruenet 0
study. Those authors a' -a reported similar daita for man, obtained,

however, by different tee hiniqkucs.

These data arc shownu in Figure 4 an plots of Paw versus both aver-age
lung density and averagc long volume per unit body mass for tlii nic~iise. r;-t,
guinea pig, rabbit, cat. dog, monkey, and man. Although a sat.afactory
explanation for the apparent correlations hag not becrn formulated at this
time, these plots ind~cate anl undeniaible tentcincy for blast t0lCr~iicC'e t

* decreasc with increasing lung density and to increase with increasing
norinali red lung %olumne.

The survival data presente I in Figure 3 are strictly applicable
to dituatiOns6 whcre the thoriax of the 3ubj,-ct is near a flat 50Af-ce a.-ainst
which a sharp-rising blast wav.. reflect-, at normal iii :idence, he blast
parameters 'acing mca-'ured at the reflecting surface. lHowevcr, stome
experimental data 1

7~. 18. 29 obtained With guinea pigs znd sheep suggest
methods for relating exposures near a refiecting surface to certain types
of expuso.res in the free streamn, the blast paramieters in the !atter ease
being mvasurra in the vicinitv of the thorax. E-uen tho~igh thle supporting
data are nieagcr, the rationale of the resulii.-g Cr:Lcria seems reascit.ablc.
The first criterion, applying to free-strream exposurcs *-hcrc the Ion.
&xis of the body is aligne d with the direction of propagation of thc blast
wave (,Figure 5),. is thatz approxnimately equivalent damage will resualt i1 the

* incident (siue-un) ovcrprzssurc in the frec-streamn case is thc samte as
the reflected pressure in the instance of a reflecting su-!eee. The second
criterion, applyirg to exposure where the long axis of the oody is per-
pendicular to the bl-ast winds (Figure 6). is that the bIoiogical responae
-will be about the same as with a reflecting sui face provided that the incident
overpresoure plus the: dynamic pressure for the free-stream exposure

1.2



is the same as the reflected pressure when a reflecting surface is present.
Both criteria are applicable to fast-rising free-stream and reflected
blast waves of the same duration.

The criteria for the tu-c free-stream situations described
above are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6 in terms of the incident overpressure
and duration. It should be noted tha. these charts are applicable to 14. 7-psi
ambient pressure and to a 70-kg mammal whose P blast tolerance is
61.5 psi, assumed to be man. Scaling to situa'ions involving different
ambient pressures, body masses, or blast tolerances can be accomplished
with procedures similar to those indicated in Figure 3. Also flplo these
charts are curves for threshold lung damage. The criterion used
in computing these curves is that for a g.ven duration lung damage begins
to occur at one-fifth the 50-percent survival overpressure.

The curves prebentcd in Figure 7 are the same Ls those in Figure 3
for the reflecting situation except that incident instead of r:flkctcd over-
pressurc is plotted on the ordlnate. Also a curve for thrcthold lung damage
was added.

To make the survival curves predicted for tnan (Figures 5, 6, and 7)
more readily usable, the data were interpreted in terms of surface bursts of
TNT as shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10. Pentolite data complied by Goodmant1

were used assuming that 1.0 lb of Pentolite is equivalent to 1. 1 lb of TNT
and that the ground reflection factor is 1. 8. The ordinates on the right side
of these charts indicate the nuclear yields producing approximately the

F same blast waves ans those produced by the corresponding TNT charges.

The curves in Figure 8 are applicable to free-stresm saftualona
where the long axis of the body is directed toward the explosive charge.
Threshold lung damnage is predicted for a I-lb charge placed about 2 ft
from the thorax; however, %kith this orientation the head or legs wou4 be
much nearer the charge and would undoubtedly receive severe damage.
This obvious limitation in the applicability of the survival curves is obscured

In Figure 5 where the same data are plotted in terms of overpressurs and dration.

5.0 DISCUSSION

In a previous study
1 

man's tolerance to air-blast overpressures
was estimated making use of most of the data uscd in the present study
for the large species. At that time, however, data were not available for
scaled durations of less than 2 msec. The pi rsent overpressure estimates
compared to the previous ones are 0 to 19 percent lower for durations
between 2 and 2. 9 msec, 0 to 17 percent higher for durations between 2.9
and 100 mmec, and less than 3. 1 percent higher for durations greater than

100 masc. In the previous study, the maximum overpressures obtained
in the high explosive experiments with the dog and goat were not adjusted
to account for the position of the gaugc being 3/4 inch above.the concrete

pad. That this was done in the present study probably accounts for the
tolerance estimates for the immediate durations being somewhat higher
than those presented previously (see Section 2).

The gross respoenc of the thorax to air blast has been described
as an implosion process."Z8 Measured and computed intrathoracic over-pressureal,s suggest that the chest wall ia accelerated inward during the

1is 4
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first, phase o' the blast experience, Ohe mom-entum so gained being dissipated

as high gaseous pressures build up in the lungs due to volume reduction.
The intrathoracic pressure records indicate that suibsequent oscillations

are highly damp'!d. What characteristics other than size make one mamnmalian
species respond dif!ere-iuy from another to the blast experience? A model
study

1 
indicated that increases in the mass or area of the rib cage- enhance

the response to long duratien waves while isicreases in luing volume or

damping factor (tissue and air resit~taiice) depress the respoanse. The

samei study suggested that chianges in the~ effective area of the airways
or the stiffness of the rib cage ha!, little effect on the totatl reslpoiis'u.

The coinpariitive data presented in Figure 4 are consistent

with th, above predictions in that the specir:L with the larger luing volumes
relativc to body miass tend to have higher blast tolerance. The samne
chart also tupggests that average lonig density may in some way affect
blast tolerance, the species with the lower densitics having the higher

tolerances. It is questionable whether this is a causal or a casiial

relAtionship. Further studivs will undoubtedly not only reveal ether
significant factors affeccting blast. tolerance but also will demonstrate
their interrelations hips.

An intcrcsting and somewhat surprising result of this study
is that, for the available experimnoital data, body miass was the only

animal parameter necessary to relate the species air-blaSt response
timesi to each other; i. e. , duration scaling was stated in terms of body
rna~ra and not. ior cxzamnple, o! lung voltim and tody mass. Fromi
theoretical considerations

1 
2 animals of the samne body inass but

diffarent, lung volulices should have different response times. tho one-
with the smaller voluine respanding faster. Hlowever, as illustrated
in Fpigre 4, animals with the smaller Lung volurnes have lower blast
tolerances. Because the air containiid in tNs lungs acts as a nion-linear

spring: the magnitude of the blast load also influences the response5
time-the smallv. the blast load the longer the response timie. Thus,
beccausec of these opposing effeitUs. it may be that the animralh with the
relatively small lungs had about the same scaled (by body massi) response
times as those whose longs ;trc larger in relation to their body masses.

The experiments with the sheep exposed to the I1-lb explosive
charges (see Section 2) deserve further comment. For the suspended
animals in Group 1 28, the charge wa!ý placed 1. 17 and 2. Z5 ft from the

P nearest anid most distant surface of the thorax, respectively. The sealed
* incide~nt overpressure at the near surfAce is 647 psi with an associated

peak dynamic pressur-e of 1430 psi, resulting in a total load of 2077 psi
according to the overpressurc-pluis-dynanic -pressuLre concept presented
in Sc~tion 4. Thus. thle total pressure on the near surface was considerably

greater than 1?60 psi which would have been the reflected overpressure
had a flat surface been placed against the animial opposite the chargz. it
should be mentioned that the initial loading of the near 3urface was
actually greater than 2077 psi becauise. of partiusl reflection of the incident
wave against the thorax, this enduring until flow was established around
the animal.

*The time required for this process in called "response time."

14



A The t)-cccding paragraph helps to explain why the absenceý of
a reflecting suxLtice did not influence mortality w'hen the sheep were
exposed to rclLti~ ely hi:;'i overpressures of short duration. Ilnwever.
aoditional coImmont. should bc jiade in regard to the localized lung damage

4 observed subiatcort. to the tiuoracic cage nztarent the charge.

First, it is nicccssaý y to consider the velocity of sound within
tile lungs. Cloeincdsui &I'd Jiinssoi, in~at~ircd the propagation vciocitics
of pressure loilset; in ex.cised a.'I inflated rabbit and cali lungs. Their
ceqperilli-Itl vclo it~cs, roiigiji;, irunj l5 to 30 .,.'ec. are in good agree-
ment w it], s iiplc tln-ory to- sound propagation ii, 1ubbly solutions of air
andI Aiter (see, e.g..* Rr~erence 11) assu-nitg that Lung tisue-Shay.phyDICal
propertiozo siniti..r tOD t'..oc Of .vaiei. Tlectnearkably low propaeation
velocities in, the hoigs can, be- thought of ils rcsu!Ltn.- from thle Lissulo-air
continouum's having a relativvlý large compres3ibility and density owing
to the pesence of air and tissue, res.pectively.

Fr-or the forcgoisig. it seemns reasonable that a localiz.ed load
of high int-nsity and short Cfdectio:l would accelerate a portion ef the

4 tlioracic cage to veloiities e.,cucuding that of sound within the lungs. Thus,
much of thif iinpiiet energy would be absorbed locexily before it could be

propagitled as a pressiure wave to niore ai:,tnt portions of the lungs. Thei
usual fast-riz~ng shock!. by which ene-rgy is efficiently transported in
water alonte are not observed ill water -air mixtures, particularly when
the bubbles are L-s smali as alvcoli; i. e. . about 0.25 t 0.3 MM in
diamctur. 2 5 One reasoit for this is effective energy dissipation because
during Oscillationi more heat is canducte~d from t~ie compressed air bubble

* Itn Otim v.ater hi-at sink than returns to the bubble. duiring egapinl. 15

A significant d-iffercnce-. however, between bubbly water and the air-
containing lungs is that tissue, not being liquid. would tend to tear and
rupture upon distortion w.hereas the water wol not

Th-: experimental blast p-trametcrs used in this study are those
occurring at a reflectiuig surface located near the thorax. The over-

*pressures measured at 0t-q location, howevecr, were not nccessarily
the significant ones in prodiucing dar agc to the thorax. This hau been
pointed out for the cast. of the sheep cxposed to blast waves of high over-
pressuire anid short doiiotion produced by I -lb charges. Because at the
rapidl decay of thesc sliojit-diiration waveas, thle most severe load was
felt by the thoracic surface nearest the charge, the average load for the
entire thorax beuieig somewhat less. It shouild be mentioned that the spatial
length of tlicsc blast waves ivas of the soime order as the width of the
Aaiinial; thus, for the experinients where a reflectirg surface was piresent..
the full dynamic piessure impulse could be felt by the le;Ading thoracic
surface before the refleccted wave could return to neutralize it.

The blast waves which were temporally and spatially longer
than those discussed above did not decay as rapidly with distance. Thus.
with increasiig duration 'he rnaxiinoim loat; occurred on those portions

* ~of the thioro,:ic cige nearest the reflecting surlace, the average 19ad
being somiewhat less.

T'he blast waves of slill longer durations experienced negligible
decay while engulfing the animal, first with tire incident overpressure!
(plu', the dynainic pressure oin the leading surface) ind then with the
refle-ted ov.erpressure. This loading was probably more uniform than



':2.14'
Ci

•r to~eoccrrl/g ith a',; uf th*- ,va', sx of shFurter dxi r~tiuii; Iixxwc e-r, dui.xi

to stp-wis loa Liith: lunA Inore dis-tant I vai the end-|late• generally

received a little less damage th.an the other.

4In summary, the blast load•s measurcd hy the pressure gatuges
compared to the effective, or average, loads on the thorax wcre low.
bigi, and about the same for exposoic to short-. intc rinediate, and lonJg-
duration blast waves. reupcctively. These obscrvation3 are in gencral
agreement with a previously ptnhli•ehd

1 
criterion for primary blast

damage based on overpressure mnltiuse occurring within a critical tillc,
i. e. , according to this criterion the 50-percent survival curve in Figure 3
is (a) 0- to 30-percent low for durations less than 2. 8 msec, (b) 0- to
15-percent high for durations beLween 2. 8 and 100 nmscc, and (c) correct
to within one perccnt for durations ;reater thanl 100 nti;ec.

The rationale of the 'partial" impuilse criterion m•ntioned
above is that thee response time 'called critical time) of a mammal to

shocked blast waves depends principally on body mass and that the

impulse felt by the thoracic wall wittin the critical tinme determines the
* magnitude of the initial response which, for exposures to classical

waves, is also the greatest. Thus, this simplified coiicept is based on
the effective load on the thorax which is not necessarily that re.gistcrcd
by a pressure gauge.

16
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TABLE 1. MORTALITY DATA FOR ANIMALS EXPOSED,

NEAR A REFLECTING SURFACE TO AIR BLAST

(Ainbient Pressure: 12 psi)

ZN: group number

4 m: animal mass, kg.

W: charge weight. lb. (1/32 lb., RDX; 1/4 lb., Comp. B; 1, 8.
&an 64 lb., TNT except where noted). ST indicates shock tube.

SPr: maximum reflected overpressure, psi. Overpressures which
were incasured 3/4 inch above the reflecting surface are in
parentheses. Adjacent values are overpressures occurring at

4 the reflecting surface (see text).
t; duration of the positive overpressure phase. msec, measured

for the shock tube experiments and scaled for the high
explosive experiments (see text).

R. ratio of animals dying within 24 hours to those exposed.

Sf Species N nt W Pr t R Ref.

Mouse 1 .0238 1/32 (27.7) 44.8 0.441 7/32 19
2 (32.9) 55. 8 0.403 26/48
3 (37.9) 67.0 0.37 27/14
4 (43.8) 76.1 0.356 17/20 4
5 .0238 1/4 (27.4) 36.9 0.951 3/10 19
6 (30.0) 40.9 0.913 10/20

7 (39.2) 54.8 0.813 19/20

8 .0238 1 (21.0) 24.5 ).72 1/z0 19
9 (24.0) 28.6 1.64 4120

10 (27.3) 33.4 1.56 38/60
11 (28.5) 35.0 1.54 18/20
12 .0207 ST 19.2 354 2/40 19
13 21.6 354 8/40
14 26.4 354 17/40
15 30.0 354 34/40
16 32.9 354 32/40

Hamster 17 .089 ST 25.2 354 2/Z0 17
18 27.2 354 12/30
19 31.4 354 23/30
20 33.4 354 26/30

17
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TABLE 1. (Contd.)

Species N W Pr R Re.

Rat 21 .200 1/32 (53.1) 103.5 0.310 3/13 19
Z2 (65.8) 135.3 0.274 5/12
23 (74. 1) 157. 0 0.256 8/13 5

4 .4 .200 1/4 (39.1) 55.1 0.813 3/10 19
25 (44.0) 62. 1 0.775 7/20
26 (46.6) 66. 1 0.758 5/10
27 (48.5) 69. 1 0.740 7/10

28 .200 1 (34.2) 42.5 1.43 3/20 19
29 (42.5) 53.5 1.31 19/30

4 30 (52. 7) 67. 1 1. 19 26/30 •

31 .200 8 (33.2) 38.0 3.00 4/20 19
32 (37.6) 43.3 2.85 8/10
33 (1 s. 0) 43.8 2.84 7.'11

34 .200 ST 27.0 354 6/40 17
35 31.4 354 21/40
36 32.6 354 28/40 •

* 4 37 35.0 354 29/30

uine Pig 3.- .547 I/4 (45.;S64 6.1. 7 3i/- 1k
39 (47.8) 68. 1 0.743 4/8
40 (58.8] 84.9 0.674 13/15

41 .547 1 (29.1) 35.8 1. 52 0/10 19
42 (34.8) 43.3 1.42 1/10

4 43 (39.8) 49.9 1. 35 30/40 5
* 44 .547 8 (32.2) 36.8 3.01 21/42 19

45 (34.1) 39.0 2.95 17/20
46 (36.0) 41.4 2.88 18/20

47 .655 ST 21.0 354 0/30 17
48 24. 3 354 5/30
49 25.4 354 13/30 S
50 27. 5 354 28/30

Rabbit 51 1.90 1/4 (63.9) 92.4 0.662 3/9 19

52 1.90 1 (64.4) 82.5 1.09 2/4 19
53 (70.0) 89.8 1.05 3/4
54 (77.6) 99.1 1.00 9/10
55 (50.9) 64.8 1.20 6/14
56 (55.0) 70.1 1.17 4/8

* 57 (62. 5) 80.0 1. 1e 8/9

58 1.90 8 (3Z. 2) 36.8 3.0Z 1/10 19
59 (34.3) 39. 3 2.94 2/10

*is
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TA13LJE 1. (Coixrd.)

Specics N' m W PR Re.

1(ontd. 60 1.90 8 (37.6) 43.3 2.84 18/40 19
61 (4'0.4) 46. 7 2. 74 7/10

62 1.90 64 (29. 3) 31.6 6.36 0/8 19
63 (35. 5) 38.8 5.9? 4/8 S
64 (36. 3) 39.8 5.84 16/20

65 3. 7 ST 19.2 354 0/8 17
66 21.8 354 1/8
67 2Z.6 354 3/8
68 25. 7 354 6/8

- 69 32. 5 354 7/8

Cat 70 2.88 ST 34. C 380 0/8 17 |
71 Z. 58 36. 6 372 1/8
72 2.26 40.6 360 3/8
73 ). 98 43. -9 374 4!8

74 2.61 46.8 358 5/8
75 2. 55 49. 8 376 7/8

Monkey 76 5.8 64 103. 5 3.94 1/4 18 i
(Stump Tail) 77 6.0 111.8 3.80 2/4

7g S 4 119. 0 3.44 4/4

79 5. ] ST 47. 3 106 0/3 21
80 5.4 55. 3 123 3/5 a
81 5.6 61.1 )18 3/4
8? 4.S 70.8 118 1/1

Dog 83 17.6 8 (109) 122 1.82 1/8 17 S
84 13.7 (202) 229 1.34 7/9
85 14.4 (240) 275 1.22 9/12

86 15.3 64 (73.0) 79.0 4.44 1/11 17
87 16.8 (81.9) 87.7 4.24 2/6
88 15.4 (68.8) 94.3 4.08 3/6
89 17.0 (95.6) 100 4.00 4/6

90 18.3 ST 59.5 15.8 5/9 17
91 16.8 53.3 15.2 5/9
92 16.4 50.0 14.0 2/9
93 16.5 43.4 14.3 1/9
94 18.3 54.5 20.5 4/5
95 18.6 51.4 20.8 4/6
95 17. Z 48.8 ZZ.6 ?/4
97 19. 7 40.8 Z1.6 1/5
98 18.4 38.1 40. z 1/8
99 18.0 46. 2 33. 6 4/10

19!• Is "
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rr TAIl1.,E I. (Conitd. )

Species N r-, W pr ; R Re.

Dog 100 15.9 sr 59.4 55.0 1/I 17
(contd.) 101 16. 1 48. 7 55.6 3/7

102 16.6 43. 4 52.6 1/9 p
103 17.2 38.2 53.8 0,11

104 16.3 ST 50.7 80.0 2/3 17
105 18.7 47.3 80.3 2/6
106 18.1 4Z. 5 78.0 1/7

107 14.5 ST 53.0 400 9/10 17
108 15.4 48. 1 400 6/10
109 15.2 44. 1 400 1/10
110 15.3 39.2 4O0 0/5

Goat 111 24.7 8 (256) 295 1.18 6/12 17

112 26.3 64 t98.7) 104 3.92 1/5 17
11i 20.8 (106.1)111 3.80 3/5
114 2.1.1 (111.9)118 3.72 3/5

115 25.0 ST 68.2 17.6 5/5 17

S 116 22.9 62.6 17.4 5/6
117 22.8 57;t. 17.2 2/i
118 22.0 54.2 16.0 1/5

119 21.1 ST 60.8 39.6 6/7 17
120 21.5 58.6 38.0 5/7
121 21.2 55.4 39.8 4,t8

122 23.1 47.6 37.5 1/6

123 20.1 ST 52.2 62.0 3/10 17

124 Z0.3 ST 59.3 400 4/5 17
IZ5 16.8 56.9 400 3/5
126 20.3 51.4 400 4/10
127 22.5 44.9 400 2/10

Sheep 128 52.6 1 1Z6j 0.288 2/1. 21
129 1680 0.245 3/3
130 1330 0.308 2/5
131 963 0.369 0/2
132 571 0.490 0/3

133 49.9 8 440 0.962 1/4 21

134 54 0 64 113 3.78 0/12 18
135 55.3 138 3.45 0/24

136 51.6 64 159 3.22 27/57 18
137 59.2 197 2.90 4/8
* 1lb Pentolitc.

20
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TABLE 1. (Conid.)

Species N rn W PI t R Ref.

Sheep, 138 51.8 234 2.65 4/4 18
(contd.) 139 48.9 ST 47.2 216 0/5 18

140 54.3 49.6 211 2/10
141 53.1 52.0 212 3/10
142 54.8 54.1 210 6/10
143 53.8 57.0 212 3/4

Swine 144 55.6 64 157 3.24 -/16 18

Burro 145 156 64 180 3.03 0/2 21
146 167 199 2.88 0/2
147 202 203 2.84 0/1

__148 179 337 2.21 1/3
SSteer 149 191 ST 37.6 161 0/4 7

150 176 42.6 184 5/10

IE] 175 44.9 176 3/5
152 183 46.8 195 5/6 -
153 200 49.6 215 2:2

I
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9-0 0
99 SHEEP 3 / 4/
98- High-explosive (0) and / /

95- shock-tube (a) data with / /, ~//
90 number of animals in90-/-

each group indicated. /

280- LD50 :- 68.Spsi (65.9,71.3) 4// /
U 70o -in173 -

C. 60
_ 50 -
6 40 o 5

030-M z•0

20 ýz

lo- / Individual-slope (

* /• 1./. _ and composite-slope(-)

-// // / probit lines with 95%

- 2 / 2 fiducial limits.
3 12'2 /5 24
1* 40I

0 45 50 60 70 80 90 100
Equivalent Square-wave Overpressure P*,psi

Figure 1 Results of the parallel-probit analysts for the Mheep in terms

*1 of equivalent square-wave overprcssure. defined in EquatLon 7.
Resultst of an individual analysis for the sheep are shown fur
comparison.
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I
II I I III I 1)' /

GUINEA PIG /
98- High-explosive (0) and //

95- shock-tube (a) data with 3Q// /

90 number of animals in 4/
each group indicated. /

so- nLD 5 0:30.Bpsi(30.1,31.5) 40 // -
o n 297 0

a / 2 Individual-slope (---

450 - probit line with 950/%7

• 40- 30 fiducial limits. "I

20 - A line (-) with the i

0/ 10 /-30 composite slope (as

5 / / determined for all

/ / species tested excluding
/ 2I the Guinea Pig) is shown4: /430/ for reference.

* 20 30 40 48
Equivalent Square-wave Overpressure P*,psi

Figure 2 Results of the probit analy~i's for the guinea pig in terms of
equivalent square-wave overpressure, deftined in Equation 7. The

SI composite slope from the parallel-probit analysis for the other
12 speries is ,ihovmn for comparison.
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